
3. Monuments 101 
 

For those wanting to decode most monuments with some 
Hebrew, without a lot of explanation, this chapter is provided 
as a stand-alone guide.  Each of the chapters referenced below 
provides a more complete explanation of the specific informa-
tion presented in this chapter.  If the monument doesn't follow 
the pattern of this chapter, you will need to move to another 
monument or consult one of the following chapters. 

 
1. Decoration See also chapter 4 
2. Introductory Line See also chapter 5 
3. Name Line See also chapter 6 
4. Date (including  
 Information on the  
 age of the deceased) See also chapter 7 
5. Epitaphs See also chapters 8  
    through 10 

-------- 
 
The monument of Mollie Segal is used as the paradigm for this 
chapter.  
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1. Decorations:  
             Magen David                              Hands   

 
                                         Menorah 

ometimes the letters: n"p pronounced: Po nik-bar (nik-be-ra) 

he six-pointed star known as the Star of David, the Magen 

elabrum appears on some women's monu-

 
S
meaning "Here lies," also appears as part of the decoration as 
shown in the Magen David above. 
 
T
David, or the Jewish Star is one of the best known symbols of 
Judaism.  It is the most common decoration on contemporary 
Jewish monuments. 
 

enorah or candThe m
ments.  The lighting of candles is a commandment (mitsvah) 
specifically designated for a woman to perform. Older monu-
ments show these candelabras with two, three, five or seven 
branches.  Some newer monuments use a nine-branched Cha-
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ho claim to be direct descendants from the ko-ha-

-

 
 of fraternal organizations.  

nukah menorah, which is counter-intuitive because lighting a 
Chanukah menorah is not specifically a commandment for 
women. 
 
For those w
nim, µynhk, "the Biblical priests," the hands are shown at the 
top of the monument in the position in which they are held 
when the Priestly Benediction (Numbers 6:24-26) is offered.  
 

aIn the example shown below, the decoration is the Magen D
vid, with the n"p separated by the decoration.  The use of ab-
breviation marks varies greatly from monument to monument 
and it is shown in the example as 'n'p. 

Other decorations include insignias
The most common is the Masonic insignia.  Insignias associ-
ated with a profession, for example, scales for a lawyer or 
caduceus for a physician also appear from time to time.  
 

2. Introductory Line 
The "Introductory Line" in the 101 version is a simple 

A-vi ha-ya-kar rqyh yba 
ar r

-ra h
h

nd 

declaration of survivor's relationship to the deceased.  This line 
sometimes may not appear at all.  Examples of the "Intro-
ductory Line" include: 
  

My beloved father 
Our beloved father A-vi-nu ha-ya-k qyh wnyba 
My beloved mother I-mi ha-yi-ka-ra hrqyh yma 
Our beloved mother I-mei-nu ha-yi-ka rqyh wnma 
My beloved wife Ish-ti ha-yi-ka-ra rqyh yt�a 
My beloved husba ba-a-li ha-ya-kar rqyh yl[b 
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ome very common "introductory lines" just string two nouns 

oved wife and Ish-ti hrqyh wnmaw yt�a 
ei-

yl[b 
r. 

The following do not follow the above rules but are sufficiently 

or a man: 
f integrity  Ish tam ve-ya-shar. r�yw µt �ya 

For
nt I-sha h[wnxw hbw�j h�a 

man 
 

 the paradigm, shown also below, the first line is "Our 

 
. Name line simplest syntax:

S
together: 

My bel
  our beloved mother    ve-i-m nu ha-ye-ka-ra 
My beloved husband Ba-a-li rqyh wnybaw 
 and our beloved fathe  ve-a-vi-nu ha-ya-kar 
 

common to be included here.  The syntax is presented in 
greater detail in chapter 5. 
 
F

A man o
and uprightness. 
 

 woman:  a
An importa
and modest wo  cha-shu-vah u-tse-nu-ah 

In
beloved mother, I-mei-nu ha-yi-ka-ra, hrqyh wnma." 

3
The common name syntax is shown below: 

     f.                    g. 
ere lies <title><name of deceased><son/daughter of> <title> <parent's name> <last name> 

ote that the name does not always start at the beginning of a 

 
 a.            b.                  c.                            d.                    e.              

H
 
N
line.  If it is not clear where the name starts, look for a, b or d.  
At least one of them should be present. 
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a.  Here lies. (Masc.)  Po nik-bar rbqn hp n"p 
     Here lies. (Fem.) Po nik-be-ra hrbqn hp n"p 
(Often omitted here if included in decoration.) 
 
b.  Title [Sometimes omitted] 

Mister reb br "r 
Mrs. ma-rat trm "m or "rm 

 
c. Name of the deceased:  
Note that there are cases where there is no correlation between 
the Hebrew name and the English name.  While there are 
potentially thousands of names, the 25 men's names and 25 
women's names that follow represent over 70% of the Hebrew/ 
Yiddish names on monument inscriptions.   
 

The Most Common Men's Names 
 
English Transliteration Hebrew or Yiddish 
Abraham Av-ra-ham µhrba 
Aaron A-ha-ron ÷rha 
Elijah Ei-li-ya-hu whyla 
Eliezer E-li-e-zer rz[yla 
Aryeh (Ari) Ar-yei (A-ri) (yra„ hyra 
Benjamin Bin-ya-min ÷ymynb 
Dov Dov –bad„ bwd 
David Da-vid dwd 
Hirsch Hirsch (�r[h„ �ryh 
Wolf (William) Ze-eiv baz 
Chaim (Hyman) Cha-yim µyyj 
Judah Ye-hu-da hdwhy 
Joshua Ye-ho-shu-a [�why 
Joseph Yo-seiph ¹swy 
Jacob Ya-a-kov bq[y 
Isaac Yits-chak qjxy 
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Israel Yis-ra-eil lar�y 
Leib Leib byyl 
Meyer Mei-ir ryam 
Michael Mi-cha-eil (Mi-chel) (lkym„ lakym 
Mordecai Mor-de-chai ykdrm 
Moses Mo-she h�m 
Tsvi Tse-vi ybx 
Solomon, Zelman She-lo-mo, Zel-man (÷mlz) hml� 
Samuel She-mu-eil lawm� 
 

The Most Common Women's Names 
 

English Transliteration Hebrew or Yiddish 
Etta E-ta ...[f[ ,[fya ,afya ,afa 
Esther Es-ter rtsa 
Belle Bei-leh [lyyb ,hlyyb 
Brina Bri-na [nyyrb ,hnyyrb 
Basha Ba-sha [�ab ,hysab ,hytb 
Golda Gol-da adlag 
Gittel Gi-tel l[fyg ,lafyg ,lfyg 
Deborah De-vo-ra hrwbd 
Henna He-neh [n[yh ,an[h ,[n[h ,hnyh 
Chaya Cha-ya hyj 
Hannah Cha-na hnj 
Leah Lei-ah hal 
Libby Li-ba [byl ,abyl 
Minnie Mi-na hynym ,[ynam ,[nym ,anym 
Mollie Mal-kah hklm 
Miriam Mir-yam µyrm 
Ethel E-tel lf[ ,lyf[ 
Fay Fei-ge ...agyp ,[gyyp ,hgyyp 
Pesha Pe-si ...hysp ,[ys[p ,h�[p ,ys[p 
Freida Frei-da [dyyrp ,adyyrp 



Rebecca Riv-kah hqbr 
Rachel Ra-cheil ljr 
Rose, Risa, etc. Rei-zel ,[l[zyyr ,lzyyr ,lzyr 
  ...[syr ,lyzyyr ,l[xyyr  
Shana Shei-na hnyy� 
Sarah Sa-rah hr� 
 
Notice that the spelling of Yiddish names varies greatly.  In 
some cases, multiple spellings are shown, but a general rule is 
that the following letters or letter combinations are sometimes 
used interchangeably.  (While grammar experts may argue 
otherwise, these results are based on empirical observations.) a 
and h and [; b and ww; z and x and s and �; j and k; f and t; 
y and yy and wy. 
 
A middle name may also be included, but it is not in our 
paradigm.  The name in our paradigm is "Mal-kah, hklm", 
which corresponds precisely to the English name, Mollie. 

 
d.  Relationship (Son/Daughter of...) 

Son of Ben ÷b 
Son of Mister ... Ben reb (Bar) br ÷b "rb 
  
Daughter of Bat tb 
Daughter of Mister Bat reb (Bar) br tb "rb 
In our paradigm above, Mollie,  "Daughter of (Bat, tb)". 

 
e. Title of parent:  

The titles of the parent are exactly the same as the titles of 
the deceased and were described in b., above. 
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In our paradigm, there are no titles. 
 
f. Parent's name:  

Traditionally, the only parent mentioned on the monuments 
was the father.  This is still the case in most Orthodox 
cemeteries.  Reform and some Conservative cemeteries 
now include both the father and mother's name. This is the 
case in our paradigm, which identifies "Mal-kah as the 
daughter of Cha-yim and Sa-rah."   

 
g. Last name (surname): 

The last name is usually a transliteration.  It often does not 
appear at all or may stand alone on the following line.  In 
our paradigm, it does not appear.  

 
4. Dates 
Like the names, dates do not always start on a new line.  Also, 
dates are not limited in length to a single line.  The easiest way 
to find the date line is to look for "pn, (short for nif-tar, rfpn, 
or nif-te-ra, hrfpn, meaning he or she died) and the date will 
follow.  If the "pn is missing, a way to find the date line is as 
follows: if the date of death is 1940 or later, look for an abbre-
viation beginning with �t.  If the date of death is between 
1840 and 1940, look for an abbreviation beginning rt. 

 
Generic Example:

   a.       b.         c.         d.   d.   c.  b. a. 
Died <day><month><year> <year><month><day> "pn 

Specific paradigm: 
 d. c. b. a. 

  a.     b.     c.      d. 
Died 21 Tei-vet 5758  j"n�t tbf a"k 'pn 
 
See Table 1 for days, Table 2 for Months and Table 3 for years. 
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Table 1: days 
Note that below, all numbers are shown with quotes as the 
abbreviation mark.  Sometimes, other marks are used for 
abbreviations including an apostrophe, a dot, a tilde or even. 
 

 1 "a 11 a"y 21 a"k 
 2 "b 12 b"y 22 b"k 
 3 "g 13 g"y 23 g"k 
 4 "d 14 d"y 24 d"k 
 5 "h 15 w"f 25 h"k 
 6 "w 16 z"f 26 w"k 
 7 "z 17 z"y 27 z"k 
 8 "j 18 j"y 28 j"k 
 9 "f 19 f"y 29 f"k 
 10 "y 20 "k 30 "l 

 
Table 2: months 

Tish-ri  yr�t A-dar Bet or 'b rda 
Chesh-van  ÷w�j  A-dar Shei-ni yn� rda or  
 or Mar-chesh-van  ÷w�jrm or   or ve-a-dar rdaw or  
Kis-leiv wlsk Ni-san  ÷sn 
   or A-viv  byba or 
Tei-veit tbf I-yar ryya 
She-vat fb� Si-van ÷wys 
A-dar rda Tam-muz zwmt 
 or A-dar A-lef 'a rda or  Av or Me-na-chem ba 
     Av ba µjnm or 
or A-dar Ri-shon ÷w�ar rda or  E-lul lwla 
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Table 3: years 
Most monuments have the common calendar year on them.  
You can compute the Hebrew calendar year (usually given by a 
string of Hebrew letters) using the following equations: 
 
If the common calendar year ends in an even number and 
 1.  If the Hebrew year ends in zf add 3760. 
 2.  If Hebrew year ends in a, g, h, z(except zf), wf or f 
  add 3761. 
 3. In all other cases, add 3760. 
 
If the common calendar year ends in an odd number and 
 1.  If the Hebrew year ends in zf add 3761. 
 2. If the Hebrew year ends in a, g, h, z(except zf), wf or f 
  add 3760. 
 3. In all other cases, add 3761. 
 
Examples of computation of the year: 
Example 1 (from paradigm):  

j"n�t tbf a"k 'pn January 19, 1998 
The common calendar year, 1998 is even.  The Hebrew 
date ends in j.  The letter is not on the list.  
1998+3760=5758. 
 

Example 2 (a random date): 
h'l�t ÷w�j 'g 'pn October 19, 1974 

The common calendar year, 1974 is even.  The date 
ends in h.  The letter is on the list.  1974+3761=5735. 

 
Note: More than 80% of the time, the age of the deceased can 
be determined from the monument, but usually, not from the 
Hebrew or Hebrew dates. 
 



5. Epitaph 
Epitaphs can be long and complicated. However, a large 
majority of monuments have one of the following three choices 
as their epitaph. 
 
Let his (her) soul Te-hi naf-sho  'h'b'x'n't 
be bound up  (naf-sha) tsa-ru-ra 
 in the bonds of the living.  be-tse-rur ha-cha-yim. 
(Adapted from1 Sam. 25:29) 
 
May his(her) memory  Zich-ro-no (Zich-ro-na) l"z 
 be a blessing  Le-ve-ra-cha 
 . (Based on Prov. 10:7) 
May the memory Zei-cher tsa-dik l"xz 
 of the righteous 
 be a blessing (Prov. 10:7)  Le-ve-ra-cha 
 
Many Jews believe in the concept of "life after death" or a 
"World to Come".   However, from the point of view of Jewish 
theology, there are no guarantees.  The only guarantee is that 
we will be remembered by the living for those things we did in 
our lifetimes.  This is the message reflected in the acronyms 
'h'b'x'n't, l"z and l"xz. 
 
In the paradigm for this chapter, the first example of the 
epitaph is shown: 
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Full Example  

 
Here lies 'n'p 
our beloved mother hrqyh wnma 
Mollie daughter of tb hklm 
Cha-yim and Sa-rah hr�w µyyj 
Died on 21 Tei-vet 5758 j"n�t tbf a"k 'pn 
 MOLLIE SEGAL 
 DIED: JANUARY 19, 1998 
May her soul be bound up 'h 'b 'x 'n 't 
 in the bonds of the living.
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A Worksheet for Monuments 101: 

Example 
 

Line 1: Here lies 
Line 2: My beloved husband rqyh wnybaw yl[b 
 and our beloved father 
Line 3: Yits-chak son bq[y 'rb qjxy 
 of Mister Ya-akov 
Line 4: Died 28 Nisan 5734 d'l�t ÷syn j'k 'pn 
Line 5: Let his soul be bound 'h'b'x'n't 
 up in the bonds of the living. 
  April 20, 1974 
 
1.   'n <decoration: __________________> 'p 
 Likely options: Magen David, Menorah, Hands 
 
2. Introductory Line _______________________________ 
 
3. Name _______________________________ 
 
4. Date of death Year  Month Day 
 ____________|_________|_______'pn 
5. Epitaph 

'h'b'x'n't or l'z or l'xz or  
 

___________________________ 
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